
euphoria
[ju:ʹfɔ:rıə] n

1) мед. эйфория
2) повышенно-радостное настроение

Apresyan (En-Ru)

euphoria
eu·phoria BrE [ju f riə] NAmE [ju f riə] noun uncountable

an extremely strong feeling of happiness and excitement that usually lasts only a short time
• I was in a state of euphoria all day.
• Euphoria soon gave way to despair.
• The government'scurrent euphoria over the exchange rate is unlikely to last.

Derived Word: ↑euphoric

Word Origin:
[euphoria euphoric ] late 17th cent. (denoting ‘well-being produced in a sick person by the use of drugs’): modern Latin, from
Greek, from euphoros ‘borne well , healthy’ , from eu ‘well’ + pherein ‘to bear’ .

Synonyms :
excited
ecstatic • elated • euphoric • rapturous • exhilarated

These words all describe feeling or showing happiness and enthusiasm.
excited • feeling or showing happiness and enthusiasm: ▪ The kids were excited about the holiday.
ecstatic • very happy, excited and enthusiastic; showing this enthusiasm: ▪ Sally was ecstatic about her new job.
elated • happy and excited because of sth good that has happened or will happen: ▪ I was elated with the thrill of success .
euphoric • very happy and excited, but usually only for a short time: ▪ My euphoric mood could not last.
rapturous • expressing extreme pleasure or enthusiasm: ▪ He was greeted with rapturous applause.
exhilarated • happy and excited, especially after physical activity: ▪ She felt exhilarated with the speed.
to feel excited/elated/euphoric/exhilarated
to be excited/ecstatic /elated/euphoric at sth
to be excited/ecstatic /elated about sth
to be excited/elated/exhilarated by sth
to be ecstatic /elated/exhilarated with sth

Example Bank:
• By then, the euphoria over the fall of the Berlin Wall had evaporated.
• The news sparked a waveof euphoria across the country.
• These substances produce euphoria when taken in small doses.
• after the initial euphoria
• the euphoria of victory
• the euphoria we all felt when they were finally defeated
• The government'scurrent euphoria over the exchange rate is unlikely to last.
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euphoria
eu pho ri a /ju f riə$ jʊ-/ BrE AmE noun [uncountable]

[Date: 1600-1700; Language: Greek; Origin: euphoros 'healthy']
an extremely strong feeling of happiness and excitement which usually only lasts for a short time:

There was a general atmosphere of pessimism after the euphoria of last year.
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